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Unit Language Target Page Phonics page

1

Welcome Back

Hello, I’m Tom. Hi, I’m Mary. My 
name is Hassan. How old are you? 
Where do you live?

Greeting and responding
Introducing yourself
Asking about age and 
location

 the ‘a’ sound 9

2

Our New Classroom
There are books.
What are these? These are books.
Where are the pens? They’re on the 
table. 

Asking about objects
Talking about location the ‘b ̀sound 12

3

New Friends
This/That is Mary. She is clever.
These /Those are my new friends.
They are friendly. 

Describing people the ’e’ sound 15

4
Follow the Rules
 Listen to the teacher. Dont̀  shout! Giving instructions the ‘L’ sound 18

Phonics corner 1 21

5

Revision 1 
Revision of previous vocabulary, 
structures and functions 

Revision of previous 
vocabulary, structures and 
functions

22

6

In the Park
What can you see there? I can see a 
slide.
Can you see a duck? Yes. It’s in the 
river.
Where’s Sally? She’s on the swing. 

Describing pictures

Talking about location
the ‘o’ sound 25

7

At the Toy Shop
How many toys are there?
There is one doll.
There are two toys.
Numbers (11 - 20)

Asking about numbers

Counting
the ‘c’ sound 28

Contents



8

I Like Food

Can we have some bread, please?
Yes, of course. Here you are.
Where’s the glass? 
It’s on the table.
Would you like an apple? 

Asking politely and
responding
Talking about location the ‘u’ sound 31

9

Computer Games

Whose computer is this? It’s my 
computer.
It’s Zeina’s CD. It’s her/his game. 

Talking about possessions the ‘d’ sound 34

Phonics corner 2 37

10

Revision 2 

Revision of previous vocabulary, 
structures and functions 

Revision of previous 
vocabulary, structures and 
functions

38

11

Baby Animals 

What can a monkey do? It can jump.
Can a monkey climb a tree?
Yes, it can./No, it can’t.

Talking about ability  the ‘i’ and ‘h’
sounds 41

12

Helping at Home

What are you doing? I’m/We're 
making a cake.
What is he/she doing? He’s/She’s 
cleaning.

Asking  and answering about 
activities

 the ‘g’ and ‘j’
sounds 44

13

On Holiday

What’s your sister doing? 
She’s reading a story.
Is she swimming? Yes, she is./ No, 
she isn’t.

Asking about activities
Describing actions

 the ‘m’ and
‘n’ sounds 47

14

Happy New Year

Here is some juice and some 
biscuits. 
Here are some cakes and bananas.
Where are the glasses?
They are in the kitchen. 

Talking about quantity
Talking about locations  the ‘s’ and ‘p’

sounds 50

Phonics corner 3 53



15

Revision 3 

Revision of previous vocabulary, 
structures and functions

Revision of previous 
vocabulary, structures and 
functions

54

16

Daily Routines

Days of the week
What do you do on Monday?
I visit my grandmother on Monday.

Talking about routines
Talking about activities

the ‘k’ and
 ‘q’

sounds
57

17

Telling the Time

What time is it? It’s three o’clock.
I get up at six o’clock.

Talking about daily
routines
Telling the time

the ‘r’ and
 ‘f’

sounds 60

18

Meet My Family

Where does your father work?
In a bank.
He goes to the bank. 

Talking about family 
members and their jobs
Talking about locations

the ‘x’ and
‘y’

sounds 
63

19

At the Weekend  

What does Salma do at the 
weekend?
She visits her grandmother.

Talking about activities

the ‘t’ and
‘z’

sounds 
66

Phonics corner 4 69

20

Revision 4

Revision of previous vocabulary, 
structures and functions 

Revision of previous 
vocabulary, structures and 
functions

70

21

Fun Time

He’s got a green dress and a red hat.
Who’s got black hair? Mona has. 

Describing clothes/people
Talking about possessions  the ‘v’ and

‘w’ sounds 73

22

Get Well Soon

What’s the matter?
I’ve got a toothache.
Have you got headache?
Yes, I have./No, I haven’t.

Describing illnesses
 revision of

 the previous
sounds

76

23

What’s the Weather Like?

What’s the weather like?
It’s rainy.

Talking about weather 
conditions

 revision of
 the previous

sounds
79



24

Hobbies

What’s your hobby?
I like swimming.
Do you like playing tennis?
Yes, I do./No, I don’t.

Talking about hobbies

Expressing likes and dislikes
 revision of

 the previous
sounds

82

Phonics corner 5 85

25
Revision 5 
Revision of previous vocabulary, 
structures and functions  

Revision of previous 
vocabulary, structures and 
functions

 revision of
 the previous

sounds
86

Story time
The farmer and the well
The rabbit and the tortoise

Reinforcing listening skills 89

Picture 
dictionary

Picture dictionary
Reinforcing vocabulary 99
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1 Welcome Back

1 Listen and read.

Hi, I'm Max. 

I'm Julia.

How old are you?

Hello, I'm Alex.

We like our new school.

My name is Emma.

Where do you live?

I live in London.
I'm seven.
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2  Ask and answer.

3  Tick  or cross .

1.  I can see three red cars.   

2.  It's a blue dress.                 

3.  There are four monkeys.    

4.  This is a yellow banana.    

1 2

3
4

Where do you live? I live in Damascus.
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Hello, hello. 

How old are you? 

I'm seven, I'm seven, 

and you?

I'm seven, I'm seven,

me and you.

5 Listen, match and say.

4  Listen and sing.

ant

car

mat

a
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2 Our  New Classroom

1 Listen and read.

What are these?

I like my new classroom.
It's beautiful!

These are notebooks. 
They're in the bag.

Look! There are posters.

Where are the rulers?

They're under the pencil case.

The books and the cards are on the table.
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Sara is between 
Sam and Adam.

The cat is behind 
the tree.

The teacher is next 
to the desk.

2 Listen, repeat and number.

3 Listen and repeat.

1

4  Ask and answer. What are these? These are hats.

Where are 
the hats? 

They are
on the bed.
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5  Let’s play. Guess the missing classroom objects.

6  Listen, match and say.

butterfly rubber bird

b

rulers 



3 New Friends

1 Listen and read.

Who's this?

Those are my friends, Dad.  
They're helpful.

That is Emma. 
She's very kind.

That is Dan's brother.
He's active!

This is Dan.
He's my new friend.
He's very clever.

Look! That is Dan's cat.
 It's cute.

15
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2 Listen and repeat.

This is a bag. That is a bag.

Those are rulers.These are rulers.

3  Ask and answer.

What is that?

What are those? Those are trees.

That is a plane.



4  Listen and sing.

17

5  Listen, match and say.

egg wet elephant

e

Friends, friends, friends,

one, two, three. 

All my friends are here 
with me.

You're my friends, 

you're my friends.

Friends, friends, friends,

 one, two, three.

All my friends are here 
with me. 
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4 Follow the Rules 

1 Listen and read.

Don’t shout, please.

Listen to the 
teacher, please.

Put the rubbish in the bin.

Keep your classroom clean.

Don’t run in the corridor.
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Don't run in the corridor.

2 Listen and number.

3 Guess the suitable instructions.
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4  Listen and sing.

I can follow the rules,

I can follow the rules. 

We'll have a good day,

when we follow the rules.

I listen to my teacher,

and follow the rules.

5  Listen, match and say.

ball lampblack

l



Phonics Corner 1
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1 Listen and repeat.

2 Listen and tick the picture with the same 
vowel sound.

3 Listen and match the same rhyming words.

Short vowel Long vowel

a

cat                  mat cake             lake

cake

cat 

cat 
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1  Listen and number.

• Hello Peter!                 
• Hi Jack!                      
• I'm fine, thank you.      

• He is my friend Rony.  
• Yes, he is.                   
• Who's that?                 
• Is he kind?                  
• How are you?             

1

2 Ask and answer.

How many rubbers 
are there?

There are two
rubbers.

Where are 
the pencils?

They are in the 
pencil case.

Revision 15
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3   Read and match.

 There are four yellow butterflies.

 There are two blue balloons.

 There is one green car.

 There are seven red lollipops.

4  Let’s play. Act the rules.
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Project

5   Read then tick  or cross .

 There are three apples 

and two bananas.   
 There are one book 

and three pencils.   

 There are seven balls.   

6 Design your card. 
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6 In the Park

1 Listen and read.

I can see a slide.

Yes, there is. He's on the seesaw.

What can you 
see there?

Can you see the duck?

Is there a swing in the park?

Yes, it's in 
the river.

Where's Alex?

Look! Mike is up the climbing frame.
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2

3

Listen, match and say.

Listen and repeat.

Can you see the swing?
Where's 
Mike?

He's up the 
climbing frame.

Yes, I can.

seesaw climbing frameslide swing

Mike comes down 
the slide.

Jack goes up the 
climbing frame.

4  Ask and answer.
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6  Listen, match and say.

doll crayonokra

o

Let's go to the park,
park ,park, park.
Park is the place,
where kids play.
We enjoy a lot,
we enjoy a lot,  

throughout the day,
park, park, park.

5  Listen and sing.
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7 At the Toy Shop

1 Listen and read.

Yes, I can.

There are eleven dolls. 

Can you count the 
toys over there?

There are four 
skateboards.

There are twelve robots. There are thirteen spinners.

How many scooters 
are there?

There are two 
scooters.
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2  Listen, match and say.

3  Listen and repeat.

robot spinnerscooter skateboard

4  Ask and answer.

11 eleven 
12 twelve
13 thirteen                 
14 fourteen 
15 fifteen 
16 sixteen 
17 seventeen 
18 eighteen 
19 nineteen 
20 twenty 

How many robots are there?
There are twenty robots.
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6  Listen, match and say.

5  Listen and sing.

car octopuscup

c

One  two  three  four  five 

six  seven  eight  nine  ten

eleven  twelve  thirteen  fourteen

 fifteen  sixteen  seventeen 

eighteen  nineteen  twenty. 

Clap  clap  clap  stop, 

snap  snap  snap  stop. 

Let's sing one more time.
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8 I Like Food

1 Listen and read.

Thank you.

Some orange juice, please. 

Yes, of course. 

Yes, please. 

What would you like to drink? Would you like pears?

Can we have some fish 
and rice, please?Here is the menu. 

We like this food. It's delicious!
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2  Listen, match and say.

fork spoon  plate glass knife

3  Listen and repeat.

1. There is a glass on the table.

2. There is a cat under the table.

3. There is a fork on the plate.

4. There is a spoon next to the glass.
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4  Ask and answer.

Can I have a spoon, please?

Is it a drink?

Is it red? Yes, it is.

Is it an apple?  Yes, it is. Well done.

No, it isn't.

Here you are.

Yes, of course. 

5  Let’s play. Guess the food.

6  Listen, match and say.

umbrella sunbus

u

Is it fruit? Yes, it is.
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9 Computer Games

1 Listen and read.

It's his tablet.

Whose tablet is this?

Where's my flash memory?
I can't find it.   

It's Peter's playstation.

Oh! It's here. Let's play now.

Today is a holiday. Let's play. Whose CD is this?

It's Tom's CD.
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2  Listen and repeat.

3  Ask and answer.

It's her CD. It's his tablet.

Whose computer is this? It's Mary's computer.
 It's her computer.
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4  Let’s play. Look and guess.

5  Listen, match and say.

dolphin bedduck

d

1

2

3

It's a tablet.



Phonics Corner 2
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1 Listen and repeat.

2 Listen and circle.

3 Listen and circle the words that have the same 
initial sound.

Short vowel Long vowel

e

net                  bed feet            bee

net 

bee 

1- red                      wet                    web

2- bell                     bed                    net
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1.  Sally is on the swing. 

2. Tom is down the climbing frame.

3. Rose has a doll.

4. There are 14  balloons.

5. There is a seesaw in the park.

 

 

 

 

 

Look then tick () or cross ().1

Revision 210
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2  Listen and write the number.

1. Alex has  sisters.

2. Mary has  dolls.

3. Jane has  CDs.

4. Tim has  spinners.

1. Whose tablet is this?
It's Tom's tablet.
It's Mary's tablet.

2. Where is the spoon?
It's under the table.
It's on the table.

3. How many glasses are there?
There are ten glasses.
There are twenty glasses.

2

 Look and circle.3
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Circle the first letter. 4

Write about your friends.5

Project

6 Make your own sun and write the numbers.

What's your
favourite ?

My friend   My friend 

game in the park

food

toy

o - c - m u - c - o b - p - d u - o - s 
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11 Baby Animals

1 Listen and read.

Can they fly?

No, they can't.

It's a puppy. It's small. 
It can run. 

What is this?

Yes, it can. 

It's a duckling.

Can chicks walk? It's a bunny. It can jump.  

Look at that kitten! It can climb the wall. 

Can it swim? 

Yes, they can. 
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2  Ask and answer.

• What can you see ? 
I can see a kitten.

• Can the kitten run? 
Yes, it can.

3  Let’s play. Guess the baby animal.

No, it can't.

Can it fly?
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4  Listen and sing.

5  Listen, match and say.

hen head six   fridge

ih

There was a baby dog,

and puppy was his name. 

p-u-p-p-y        p-u-p-p-y,

and puppy was his name. 

There was a baby cat,

and kitten was her name. 

k-i-t-t-e-n-      k-i-t-t-e-n,

and kitten was her name.
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12 Helping at Home 

1 Listen and read.

What is Tom doing? What is Sally doing?  

Dad is coming. Let's help Mum.    
What are you doing, Mum?

 Let's read a story.  
Sorry Ted!
I am cooking. 

He is watering the 
flowers in the garden. 

She is setting the table. 

What are you doing, Ted? I am helping you!
I am cleaning my toys.
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What are you doing?

I’m cleaning my desk.   

2  Ask and answer.

Read and circle.3

1. I am  (helping - setting) my sister.  

2. He is (cleaning - watering)  the car.

3. They are (riding - setting) the table.   

4. She is  (cleaning - playing) her room.
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4  Let’s play.  Say what thay are doing.

5  Listen, match and say.

juice eagle swing   jacket   

jg
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13 On Holiday 

1 Listen and read.

She is drinking some
orange juice.

She is building a sand castle.

That is my mother.

Look, Dan! They are 
playing beach ball.

 It is a nice day!
 We are swimming.

He is fishing.
Look, he's got 
a shoe!

Is your sister swimming?

What is your father doing, Dan?

What is your father doing?

No, she isn’t.

He is taking 
a sunbath. 
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2  Listen, read and match.

1. She's drinking orange juice.  

2. We're playing beach ball. 

3. She's building a sand castle.

4. He's taking a sunbath.

3  Ask and answer.

• What is he doing?
He is playing football.



4  Let’s play.  Guess what I am doing.

5  Listen, match and say.

mud nose nuts   moon

nm

49

Are you swimming?

No, I'm not.

Yes, I am.

Are you fishing?
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14 Happy New Year

1 Listen and read.

Here is some mango juice. Where are the glasses?

Let's get ready. 

Here are some
biscuits and cakes.

Here are some cherries 
and pineapples.

They are in the kitchen.

Now, let's have fun.
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What's on the table?

Here are some 
oranges and 
some cakes.

2  Listen and match.

1. Here are some cherries.

2. I can see some biscuits. 

3. The cakes are on the plate. 

4. I can see some orange juice in the glass.

3  Ask and answer.
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4  Listen and sing.

5  Listen, match and say.

pineapple salad pear   star

sp

Happy  happy  new year,

be happy and cheer.

Now, it's time of the year,

to sing a happy song of the year.

Sing it loud, sing it clear.



Phonics Corner 3
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1 Listen and repeat.

2 Listen and circle.

3 Listen and tick the words that have the same 
final sound.

Short vowel Long vowel

i

fish                  ship ice             kite

kite

fish 

1- ship                   ten                     lip

2- in                      pin                     ant
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Listen and number the pictures.

Listen and tick ().

1

2

can swim can run  can jump  can fly



Revision 315
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3  Ask and answer.

What's he doing? He's cleaning the car.

Look and circle.4

1. Is he playing football?
Yes, he is.   
 No, he isn't.

2. Is she drinking juice?
Yes, she is.   
 No, she isn't. 

3. Are they watering the flowers?
Yes, they are. 
 No, they aren't.        
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Circle the correct letter.5

Look, read and circle.6

n - g - p

swin

s - m - n

he

s - m - i

oon

g - p - s 

tar

Project

7 Make a baby animal and say what it can do.

A bunny can  .      

(Kitten - bunny)  

(chick - puppy)  

(kitten - duckling) 

(chick - bunny)
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16 Daily Routine

1 Listen and read.

What do you do on Tuesday? What do you do on Wednesday?

I like Sunday. I go to the park. I go shopping on Monday. 

We visit our grandparents on Saturday. 

I go to the library.I go swimming. 
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I play football.

2  Ask and answer.

3  Let’s play.  What do you do? 

What do you do on Monday?     
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4  Listen and sing.

5  Listen, match and say.

key queen quack    kite

qk

Sunday,

Monday,

Tuesday,

Wednesday,

Thursday,

Friday,

Saturday,

what day is it today?

What day is it today?
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17 Telling the Time

1 Listen and read.

I do my homework at four o'clock.

We have dinner at three o'clock. What do you do after dinner?

I watch cartoons at 
five o'clock.

I have breakfast at 
seven o'clock.Alex. Alex! Get up!

It’s six o'clock.

What time is it? 

I go to bed at 
eight o'clock.
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2  Ask and answer.

Read and match.3

1. I have breakfast at 7 o'clock. 

2. I go to bed at 8 o'clock.

3. I play with my sister at 5 o'clock.

4. I watch TV at 6 o'clock.

What time is it? It's six o'clock.
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4  Listen and sing.

5  Listen, match and say.

frog ruler rabbit    face

rf

It's six , it's six.

 Get up Rix.

 At seven, at seven.

Have breakfast Helen.

At eight, at eight

for the bus, wait.
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18 Meet My Family 

1 Listen and read.

Where does your father work?

That's my uncle. He's a policeman. 
He works in a police station.

My aunt Maria is a cook.
She works in a restaurant.

He's a pupil.
He goes to school every day.

This is my cousin Jack.

In a bank. 
He's a banker.

My mother is a doctor.
She goes to the hospital.

Hello, Tom.
I'm here with my family.

Hi, Jack. 
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2  Listen, number and say. 

1

3  Ask and answer.

Mark

Steve 

Joe

Suzy 

Where does 
Mark work?

In a bank.
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4  Listen and sing.

5  Listen, match and say.

box   yolk    axe    eye  

xy

Where do you work? 
In a hospital.
I'm a doctor. 

Where do you work? 
In a restaurant.

I'm a cook. 

Where do you work? 
In a school.

I'm a teacher.
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19 At the Weekend

1 Listen and read.

My father meets his 
friends in the afternoon. 

I go to the restaurant. 

What does your brother do?

I go to the gym in 
the morning.

He plays tennis with his friends.
My mother visits my 

grandmother.

We watch TV in the evening.

What do you do at
the weekend?

What about you?
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2  Ask and answer.

Alan Carla  Fred Judy 

3 Listen and tick ().

What does Sara do at the weekend?

1. In the morning, 
a. she helps her mother.   
b. she listens to music.      

3. In the afternoon,
a. she plays tennis.           
b. she goes shopping.      

3. In the evening,             
a. she watches T.V.            
b. she reads a book.         

 What does Judy
do on Sunday? 

She visits her 
grandmother.
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Tick () and say.4

• What do you do at the weekend?

I visit my grandmother.           

I play computer games. 

I watch TV.                       

I go shopping.                

I go to the park.

I listen to music.

5  Listen, match and say.

zero tomato toothzebra  

tz



Phonics Corner 4
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1 Listen and repeat.

2 Listen and circle.

3 Listen and circle the rhyming words.

Short vowel Long vowel

o

pot                   socks boat               rope

rope

pot 

              bag                   box

              log                     bike
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Look and match.1

Look and circle.2 

1. He plays (tennis / football) on Tuesday.

2. She (visits / reads) her grandmother at 
the weekend.

3. We eat (dinner / breakfast) at 8 o'clock 
in the morning.

1. We go to school by 
bus at seven o'clock.

2. They watch cartoons 
at five o'clock.

3. She gets up at  six 
o'clock.

4. I go to bed at eight 
o'clock.

Revision 420
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3  Listen, read and number.

4  Listen and circle the correct letter. 

What do they do at the weekend? 

1. The boy plays with his toys. 

2. Aunt Jana helps Mum. 

3. My grandfather watches a film.

4. Uncle John and Adam play chess.

m - k - t d - j - y r - y - z x - b - u c - q - p
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Read and write.5

Project

6 Make your own clock then tell the time. 

I work at school.

I'm a  . 

I work at a restaurant.

I'm a  . 

I work at a  .

I'm a  . 
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21  Fun Time

1 Listen and read.

Who's got the red mask?

Where are you Rony?

Who's that? He's funny!

Wow! I love fun parties. 

Look, Dan! These are 
the photos of our party.

Mark has. 
He's got black trousers.

He's got a long nose 
and big shoes.

This is my cousin Laura. 
She's got a yellow crown  

and a purple dress.

Here I am! I've got big ears and a small hat.
I'm the clown.

He is Rick.
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2 Listen, read and match.

1. She's got a yellow crown. 

2. He's got a black mask. 

3. She's got a small hat. 

4. He's got purple trousers.

3  Ask and answer.

 Who's got a red 
mask?

Moni has.

Moni Luli Koni   
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4  Let’s play.  Memory game.

5  Listen, match and say.

van watch window vase   

wv

Who's got black hair?

Jack has.
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22 Get Well Soon

1 Listen and read.

 I 've got a sore throat.

I've got a cold.

yes, I have.

Have you got a cough?

He's got an earache.

 I 've got a toothache. No, she hasn't.

What's the matter? Has she got a fever?
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2  Ask and answer.

3  Listen and circle.

1. Has he got a headache?

Yes, he has.

No, he hasn't.

2. Has she got a sore throat?

Yes, she has.

No, she hasn't.

What's the matter? He's got an earache.
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4  Listen and sing.

5  Find and say.

p + e + n = pen

Wash, wash, wash,
wash your hands, 

many times a day. 
Scrub your hands, 

with water and soap.
Bacteria, go away.
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23 What's the Weather 
Like?

1 Listen and read.

Look at the sky. It's cloudy. It's rainy. Let's go home.

It's snowy outside.

What's the weather like?

It's sunny. 
Let's play in the park.

Oh! it's windy.
I can't catch the ball.

Horray! Let's make a snowman.
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2  Listen, match and say.

cloudy  

sunny 

windy

snowy

rainy   

3  Ask and answer.

What's the 
weather like? It 's rainy.



4  Listen and sing.

The rain comes down, 
down down down.

The sun comes up,
up up up.

What's the weather like?
It's sunny,

sunny sunny sunny.

What's the weather like?
It's cloudy,

 cloudy cloudy cloudy.

5  Listen and circle the first letter.

K - c z - s f - v m - n

81
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24 Hobbies

1 Listen and read.

What's your hobby?

I like reading books. 

Yes, we do.  

No, I don't. I like playing tennis. 

Do you like playing chess?

Do you like playing basketball?

What's your hobby, Mark?

I like taking photos, and you?

I like playing tennis.

I like collecting shells.

I like swimming. What's your hobby, Judy?
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1. We like playing chess.

2. They like collecting shells.

3. I like drawing.

4. We like playing tennis. 

2  Ask and answer.

Read and match. 3

What's your hobby, 
Judy?

I like playing chess.
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4  Let’s play. Guess my hobby.

4  Listen and sing.

What do you like to do?     
What do you like to do?    

Ride a bike,      
ride a bike.     

What do you like to do?     
What do you like to do?    

Play chess,        

play chess. 

You like swimming.
Right?



Phonics Corner 5
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1 Listen and repeat.

2 Listen and circle.

3 Listen and circle the words with the same vowel 
sound. 

Short vowel Long vowel

u

duck                    mug cube                cute

cube

duck 

duck cube

girl sit

sun cute

run mug
book mute
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Look, read then tick () or cross () .1

Look and match.2

1. There are black trousers.
2. There is a red dress.
3. I can see two green hats.

1. Emma has got                                    a- a cold.
2. John has got                                      b- an earache.
3. Andy has got                                      c- a headache.
4. Matt has got                                       d- a sore throat.

Andy Matt John Emma

Revision 525
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3  Listen and tick ().

4  Ask and answer.

What's the weather like?

1

2

3
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Look, read and write.

Project

6  Make a mask and say. I don’t like drawing. 

I like playing 
football.

windy - rainy - snowy - sunny 

5
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stories from 
around the world

The farmer and the well

The tortoise and the 
rabbit
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The farmer and the well
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Listen then tickaor cross r. 
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The tortoise and the rabbit



9696



9797



9898
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Picture dictionary

bank bedaxe

bin bird biscuit

bunny box castle

cherries chick cloudy
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crayon crown cup

duckling

elephant

dolphin

earacheeagle

clown cook cough

climbing frames
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face
icecream

jar juice

fever flash memory

fork fridge frog

glass headache

hospital key kitten

hat
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lamp

mask

lollipop

mat

mud  nuts

 pear

 octopus

pencil case 

menu

photo 

knife
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icecream jar juice
pineapple plate playstation

poster puppy

robot

policeman

queen

rubber

rainy

ruler salad
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shoes

slide snowman

sore throat

sunny

snowy

starspoon

swing

scooter seesaw

trousers
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icecream jar

juice

tablet tomato tooth

toys vase wash

wet windy

yolk zerozebra

watch


